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“Making all play learningful and all learning playful”
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As you may be aware, the Welsh Government has been making 

major changes to education in Wales with an emphasis on raising 

standards in literacy and numeracy. The LNF forms part of this 

change and sets out the literacy and numeracy skills children 

are expected to develop in each year of school. All schools in 

Wales will be using the LNF to plan opportunities for literacy 

and numeracy across the curriculum. The framework makes  

raising standards of literacy and numeracy a priority but does 

not replace the existing Foundation Phase curriculum. 

Therefore your child will continue to be taught through the 

seven Areas of Learning (Mathematical Development, Language 

Literacy and Communication Development, Personal and Social 

Development, Physical Development, Knowledge and 

Understanding of the World, Creative development, Welsh 

Language Development), so there will not be a great change in 

what or how your child learns through the Foundation Phase. 

Teachers will also be using the LNF to assess pupils' progress in 

literacy and numeracy skills and you will receive an annual report 

on your child's progress in these skills. 

The Literacy and Numeracy Framework (LNF)



This booklet aims to give you a clear 
understanding of some of the skills your 
child will be developing throughout this 
school year. It provides practical and play 
based ideas of how you can support your 
child in developing essential literacy and 
numeracy skills at home. Together, we can 
help your child achieve the best they can, 
learning through fun and meaningful 
contexts. 



Language, Literacy and Communication Development Skills

· Repeat or memorise a range of songs and rhymes.

· Retell stories or information they have heard.

· Include some relevant detail and vocabulary when retelling 

events or information.

· Read suitable texts accurately and fluently.

· Explore language, information and events in texts.

· Write words, phrases and simple sentences and read back 

own attempts.

· Form upper- and lower-case letters that are usually clearly 

shaped and correctly orientated i.e. starting and ending 

each letter in the correct place in line with the school's 

handwriting policy (an example will be provided by the class 

teacher)

· Spell high-frequency words correctly.



Ideas for helping your child at home

· Encourage your child to talk about/discuss their day in school, 

  favourite TV programme or book character.

· Read stories to your child talking about the story, the 

  characters, events and feelings.

· Listen to your child reading every day, practise books more 

  than once to develop their fluency. Talk about what the 

  book was about, or stop at appropriate points to predict 

  what might happen next. 

· Make reading a special time that you share together.

· Retell stories you have read by dressing up and pretending 

  to be a character, using puppets or telling someone else.

· Look at/read information books to find out new things.

· Play reading/spelling games online, or on the i pad.

· Visit the library.

· Ask your child to follow 2 or more instructions e.g. Can you 

  pick up your toys and put them in the box?

· Write a diary together at the end of the day, write lists 

  for parties/shopping, or write notes to family members.

· Practise spelling words in various ways such as using paint, 

  crayons or chalk outdoors, use bubble writing, write each 

  letter of the word in a different colour, type the words on 

  a computer, put the words up around the house.

· READ AND TELL EVEN MORE STORIES!



Mathematical Development Skills

· Count reliably up to 20 objects.

· Read and write numbers to at least 20. 

· Use different combinations of money to pay for items up to 
20p.

· Find totals and give change from 10p.

· Read 'o'clock' using both analogue and 12-hour digital 
clocks.

· Use the concept of time in terms of their daily and weekly 
activities and the seasons of the year.

· Use number facts within 10, i.e.: - doubling and halving, e.g. 
4 + 4, bonds of 10, e.g. 6 + 4.

· Add and subtract numbers involving up to 10 objects.



Ideas for helping your child at home

· Play games with a mathematical theme e.g. board games, 
card games, dominos, top trumps, skittles, Velcro darts.

· Read numbers on signs, labels and houses.

· Give your child 'pocket money' to count, save and spend 
on small items. 

· Play shop with items from around the home, price the 
items, work out how much 2 items will cost, pay and give 
change.

· Talk about days of the week certain events happen, the 
month of family members' birthdays, and changes 
outdoors related to seasons of the year.

· Read clock times when the clock shows o'clock 
throughout the day. 

· Make maths stories about everyday things e.g. 'you have 
read 2 books this week and your sister has read 3. How 
many books have you read altogether?’

· Encourage your child to count everyday objects with you 
e.g. 'How many biscuits are left in the packet?' 'How 
many times you can skip?' 'How many grapes do you 
have?' 'Who has more?



We hope that this booklet is beneficial in helping you 

to support your child's learning at home and that you 

find the activity ideas useful. During your child's 

time in Year One, these skills will be further 

developed through play and structured activities.
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